Molecular analysis of human anti-factor VIII antibodies by V gene phage display identifies a new epitope in the acidic region following the A2 domain
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One of the major binding sites for factor VIII inhibitors is located within the A2 domain. In this study, phage display technology was used to isolate 2 human monoclonal antibodies, termed VK34 and VK41, directed toward the heavy chain of factor VIII. The VH domain of a single-chain variable domain antibody fragment (scFv) VK34 is encoded by germline gene segment DP-10. Epitope-mapping studies revealed that scFv VK34 is directed against amino acid residues Arg584-Ile598, a previously identified binding site for factor VIII inhibitors in the A2 domain. ScFv VK34 inhibited factor VIII activity with a titer of 280 BU/mg. The VH domain of VK41 was encoded by germline gene segment DP-47. A phage corresponding to VK41 competed with a monoclonal antibody for binding to amino acid residues Asp712-Ala736 in the acidic region adjacent to the A2 domain. Reactivity of VK41 with a factor VIII variant in which we replaced amino acid residues Asp712-Ala736 for the corresponding region of heparin cofactor II was strongly reduced.

In addition, substitution of Tyr718,719,723 for Phe abrogated binding of VK41 to factor VIII. ScFv VK41 did not inhibit factor VIII activity. This study not only defines the primary structure of human anti-factor VIII antibodies reactive with the A2 domain, it also describes an antibody with an epitope not previously identified in the antibody repertoire of hemophilia patients with an inhibitor. (Blood. 2000;96:540-545)
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Introduction

Factor VIII is an essential cofactor in the intrinsic pathway of blood coagulation that enhances the activation of factor X by factor IXa in the presence of Ca²⁺ ions and phospholipids. Based on internal sequence homology, the factor VIII molecule can be defined by the domain structure A1-a1-A2-a2-B-a3-A3-C1-C2 (for review, see Lenting et al). In plasma, factor VIII circulates as a heterodimer composed of a heavy chain (A1-A2-a2-B domains) and a light chain (a3-A3-C1-C2 domains). The functional absence of factor VIII is associated with the X-linked bleeding disorder hemophilia A. In patients with hemophilia A, the bleeding tendency can be corrected by the administration of factor VIII concentrates. After multiple infusions, some patients with hemophilia A develop antibodies that neutralize the procoagulant activity of factor VIII.

These antibodies, commonly termed factor VIII inhibitors, are directed against epitopes present in the A2, A3, and C2 domains of factor VIII. More detailed mapping of anti-C2 antibodies revealed a common binding site consisting of residues Val2238-Ser2312. Using a series of active human/porcine factor VIII hybrids, a second determinant of the anti-C2 inhibitor epitope has been attributed to the region Glu2181-Val2243. Anti-C2 inhibitors prevent factor VIII from binding to phospholipids and von Willebrand factor. Two independent studies identified a binding site for factor VIII inhibitors in the A3 domain of factor VIII, which overlaps a previously identified binding site for factor IXa. Binding of these inhibitors interferes with assembly of the factor IXa–factor VIIIa complex.

Within the A2 domain, residues Arg484-Ile508 have been shown to constitute a binding site for factor VIII inhibitors. 11 Alanine scanning mutagenesis within this region indicated that amino acid residue Tyr487 is essential for binding most human inhibitors to the A2 domain. 12 Anti-A2 inhibitors block the activation of factor X by the phospholipid bound factor VIIIa–factor IXa complex. 13 Recently, it was shown that these antibodies abrogate the stimulatory effect of isolated A2 domain on factor IXa activity. 14 These data indicate that anti-A2 inhibitors prevent the interaction of the A2 domain with factor IXa.

Previously, we have used phage display technology to isolate anti-C2 antibodies from the immunoglobulin repertoire of a patient with acquired hemophilia. Anti-C2 antibodies were characterized by an unusually long CDR3 of 20-23 amino acids and extensive somatic hypermutation. Surprisingly, the immunoglobulin heavy chain variable (VH) domains of all these antibodies were encoded by VH gene segments derived from the V H 1 gene family. These findings suggest that a subset of VH gene segments is used to generate human anti-C2 antibodies. Here, we have used phage display technology to further define anti-A2 antibodies. The current study defines the molecular characteristics of a human antibody reactive with factor VIII sequence Arg484-Ile508, the major inhibitor binding site located within the A2 domain. Moreover, we provide evidence for the existence of an additional epitope for human anti-factor VIII antibodies located between residues Asp712-Ala736 in the a2 region.

Materials and methods

Materials

DNA restriction enzymes and Taq DNA polymerase were purchased from Life Technologies (Breda, The Netherlands) and New England Biolabs.
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Factor VIII activity was measured by a one stage clotting assay. Factor VIII inhibitor titers were measured using the Bethesda assay.

Construction of a hybrid FVIII/FV recombinant A2 domain
Plasmid pCLB-GP67B-A2-21 and factor V cDNA served as templates for the construction of a plasmid encoding the A2 domain and the region (residues Ser373–Arg740) in which residues Arg484–Ile508 were replaced by the corresponding sequence of coagulation factor V. Primer combinations A2-1 and A2-2 were used for amplification of 1 nmol/L to ESH5-coated microtiter wells. Microtiter wells were incubated for 2 hours at room temperature with recombinant phage in 500 mmol/L NaCl, 50 mmol/L Tris, pH 7.4, 3% (vol/vol) Tween-20. Bound phages were detected by anti-M13 antibody peroxidase conjugate. Experiments were performed in duplicate, and values were expressed as percentages of maximum binding.

Characterization of isolated clones
Immunoprecipitation of metabolically labeled factor VIII fragments by scFv was performed as described previously. Reactivity of phage derived from the isolated clones with plasma-derived factor VIII heavy chain, recombinant A2 domain, factor VIII heavy chain, rFVIII, rFVIII–HCII, and rFVIII–Tyri718,719,723–Phe was determined by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). Factor VIII antigen was immobilized at a concentration of 1 mmol/L to ESH5-coated microtiter wells. Microtiter wells were incubated for 2 hours at room temperature with recombinant phage in 500 mmol/L NaCl, 50 mmol/L Tris, pH 7.4, 3% (wt/vol) HSA, and 0.5% (vol/vol) Tween-20. Bound phages were detected by anti-M13 antibody peroxidase conjugate. Experiments were performed in duplicate, and values were expressed as percentages of maximum binding.

Results
Characterization of anti-factor VIII antibodies in patient’s plasma
Previously, we reported on the domain specificity of anti-factor VIII antibodies in a patient (AMC-67) with mild hemophilia A caused by an Arg593=Cys substitution. The patient had a transient inhibitor with a maximum titer of 250 BU/mL. Plasma and peripheral blood mononuclear cells were isolated from blood samples collected when the inhibitor reached its peak value. Most factor VIII inhibitory antibodies in the patient’s plasma were directed against the A2 domain. Here, we evaluated binding of these antibodies to a hybrid factor VIII/factor V recombinant A2 domain in which residues Arg593–Ile508 were substituted for the corresponding sequence of factor V. Immunoprecipitation analysis revealed that antibodies in the patient’s plasma did not react with A2–FV484–508 (Figure 1A). Subsequently, an inhibitor neutralization assay using this fragment was performed. Limited neutralization was observed with the addition of A2–FV484–508, whereas the A2 domain almost completely neutralized factor VIII inhibitory activity (Figure 1B). These findings suggest that approximately 70% of the factor VIII inhibitory antibodies in the plasma of this patient are directed toward an epitope consisting of residues Arg593–Ile508.

Isolation and sequence analysis of antibodies directed toward the factor VIII heavy chain
V gene phage display was used to isolate human antibodies reactive with the factor VIII heavy chain from the immunoglobulin repertoire of the patient. Isotyping revealed that the factor VIII heavy chain-specific antibodies in the patient’s plasma consisted predominantly of subclass IgG4 (data not shown). Therefore, a subclass-specific oligonucleotide primer was used for amplification
Sequence analysis of these 26 factor VIII heavy chain reactive clones revealed the presence of only 2 different V_H domains. Two clones, VK34 and VK41, were selected for further study. The V_H gene of clone VK34 was derived from germline gene segment DP-10, belonging to the V_H1 gene family (Figure 2). Comparison of the amino acid sequence of the V_H segment of clone VK34 with that of the nonmutated germline gene segment DP-10 revealed 8 differences. The CDR3 of VK34 consists of only 5 amino acids. Interestingly, residues Ala^{59} and Arg^{54}, located adjacent to the CDR3 and normally encoded by the V_H germline gene segment DP-10, were replaced by Glu^{59} and Leu^{54}. The amino acid sequence of the V_H gene segment of clone VK41 differed at 13 positions from that of the most homologous germline gene segment DP-47 of the V_H3 family (Figure 2). The CDR3 of VK41 comprises 12 amino acid residues. JH gene segments involved in immunoglobulin VDJ rearrangements in clones VK34 and VK41 were most homologous to JH3b and JH6b, respectively. Use of a particular D gene segment could not be ascertained. V_L domains of VK34 and VK41 were both derived from gene segment DPL16, a member of the V_L3 gene family (Figure 2).

Biochemical characterization of VK34 and VK41

The inhibitory effect of antibody fragments of VK34 and VK41, expressed as scFv in E coli on factor VIII procoagulant activity, was evaluated in the Bethesda assay. ScFv VK34 had an inhibitor titer of 280 BU/mg. No inhibition of factor VIII activity was observed in the presence of scFv VK41 (Figure 3). To define the epitopes of VK34 and VK41, scFv were tested for reactivity with different metabolically labeled A2 domain fragments by immunoprecipitation. ScFv VK34 reacted with the recombinant A2 domain (Figure 4; lane 3, left panel). A variant A2 domain, in which the region Arg^{484}–Ile^{508} was replaced for the corresponding sequence of factor V, was not recognized by scFv VK34 (Figure 4; lane 3, right panel). Thus, binding of VK34 is dependent on the presence of Arg^{484}–Ile^{508}, a region previously identified as a major binding site for factor VIII inhibitors in the A2 domain. Surprisingly, neither recombinant A2 domain fragment was recognized by scFv VK41 (Figure 4; lane 4). Therefore, the epitope specificity of clone VK41 was examined using a different approach.

Selection of the library was performed using 2 different methods. Phages corresponding to clone VK41 were exclusively isolated from selection of the library using immunotubes coated with factor VIII heavy chain. Selection of the library on plasma-derived factor VIII heavy chain immobilized by mAb CLB–CAg 9 did not yield phages corresponding to clone VK41. The epitope of antibody CLB–CAg 9 has been localized to amino acid residues Asp^{712}–Ala^{736}. These results suggest that the epitope of VK41 may overlap with residues Asp^{712}–Ala^{736}, which constitute the epitope of CLB–CAg 9. Therefore, antibody CLB–CAg 9 was tested for its ability to compete with VK41 for binding to the factor VIII heavy chain. Because scFv VK41 reacted poorly with immobilized factor VIII heavy chain, phages corresponding to VK34 and VK41 were used for these studies. Phages at a concentration that corresponded to 75% of maximum binding were mixed with serial dilutions of CLB–CAg 9 and incubated with factor VIII heavy chain containing wells. Bound phages were detected as described in “Materials and methods.” Concentrations of 7 nmol/L CLB–CAg 9 were sufficient to reduce significantly the binding of VK41 to immobilized factor VIII heavy chain (Figure 5A). In contrast, the binding of clone VK34 to factor VIII heavy chain was not affected by the addition of CLB–CAg 9. These data

of the patient’s IgG4 V_H gene repertoire. The IgG4-enriched V_H gene repertoire was recombined with a nonimmune V_L gene repertoire in pHEN-1–Vlrep, resulting in a library of 1.9 × 10^7 clones. To isolate anti-A2 antibodies, the library was selected for binding to the factor VIII heavy chain. After the third round of selection, phages derived from 40 single clones were analyzed for binding to the factor VIII heavy chain. Twenty-six of 40 clones reacted with factor VIII heavy chain (data not shown).
indicate that the epitope of VK41 is located within or close to a region bounded by residues Asp712–Ala736. Previously, we described a variant factor VIII in which amino acid residues Asp712–Ala736 were replaced by Ile51–Leu80 of heparin cofactor II. This variant, termed rFVIII–HCII, was not recognized by antibody CLB–CAg9,18 Therefore, the reactivity of phages corresponding to VK34 and VK41 with rFVIII–HCII was evaluated. Phages corresponding to VK41 readily bound to rFVIII, whereas binding to rFVIII–HCII was strongly reduced (Figure 5B). Within region Asp712–Ala736, 3 tyrosine residues are present that are posttranslationally modified by tyrosine sulfation.30 We investigated the binding of VK41 to a factor VIII variant in which Tyr718, Tyr719, and Tyr723 were replaced by Phe (rFVIII–Tyr718,719,723=Phe). Only limited reactivity of VK41 with rFVIII–Tyr718,719,723=Phe was observed (Figure 5B). Our data suggested that Tyr718, Tyr719, and Tyr723 are part of a previously unidentified binding site for human anti-factor VIII antibodies in the acidic region adjoining the A2 domain.

**Discussion**

Epitope mapping studies revealed that a significant portion of factor VIII inhibitors binds to the A2 domain of factor VIII.3 Within the A2 domain, residues Arg484–Ile508 constitute a major determinant of the epitope of factor VIII inhibitors.11,12 In this study, we selected a phage display library of the IgG4-restricted V_H gene repertoire derived from a patient with anti-A2 inhibitor for binding to the heavy chain of factor VIII. Two different antibodies (VK34 and VK41) reactive with the factor VIII heavy chain were isolated. Epitope mapping revealed that clone VK34 was directed toward the amino acid residues Arg484–Ile508 in the A2 domain. Antibodies directed toward this region account for most factor VIII inhibitory activity in the patient’s plasma (Figure 1B). Furthermore, our study provides evidence for an additional binding site for anti-factor VIII antibodies in the a2 region, which comprises amino acid residues Asp712–Ala736. So far, anti-A2 antibodies are predominantly directed toward a major binding site that has been attributed to the region Arg484–Ile508.11,12,14 Anti-A2 inhibitors have been studied in functional assays, which only detect inhibitory anti-factor VIII antibodies.11,12 Because scFv VK41 does not inhibit factor VIII activity, antibodies in patient plasma corresponding to VK41 may have escaped detection using these assays. This may explain why amino acid region Asp712–Ala736 has not been identified previously as a binding site for anti-factor VIII antibodies. Alternatively, the plasma concentration of IgG corresponding to VK41 may be low in patients with an inhibitor. Competition experiments indicated that IgG in the patient’s plasma was able to compete for binding to factor VIII heavy chain by scFv VK41 (data not shown). These findings suggest that IgG corresponding to VK41 is present in significant amounts in the plasma of patient AMC-67.

VK41 did not bind to a recombinant A2 fragment comprising residues Ser373–Arg740 in an immunoprecipitation assay, whereas it did bind to the heavy chain of factor VIII.
Some inhibitor plasmas contain antibodies directed toward the a1 region of factor VIII. $^{3,21}$ Recently, the acidic region a3, the amino-terminal of the A3 domain, has been identified as a binding site for factor VIII inhibitors. $^{32}$ The presence of cleavage sites for thrombin and factor Xa at the borders of acidic regions adjacent to the A1, A2, and A3 domains indicates that these areas are exposed in factor VIII. This may explain the presence of binding sites for anti-factor VIII antibodies in the acidic regions a1, a2, and a3.

Factor VIII inhibitors directed toward the A2 domain are characterized by their restricted epitope specificity, suggesting that a limited number of $V_H$ genes participates in the assembly of antibodies that recognize Arg$^{484}$–Ile$^{508}$. It is of note that only a single clone reactive with region Arg$^{484}$–Ile$^{508}$ was isolated from the patient’s repertoire. Clonal expansion of a single-memory B cell may be a particular feature of the patient analyzed. Isolation of anti-A2 antibodies from other patients should reveal whether a restricted number of $V_H$ germline genes encode for the $V_H$ domains in anti-A2 antibodies. Recently, we have shown that anti-C2 antibodies are composed of multiple $V_H$ domains that are derived from germline genes of the $V_H$1 family. $^{33}$ Interestingly, the $V_H$ domain of clone VK34 is encoded by germline gene segment DP-10 of the $V_H$1 family gene. Similar to VK34, the $V_H$ domain of the C2-specific scFv EL-14 was encoded by the DP-10 germline gene segment. In the human repertoire, the DP-10 germline gene segment is rearranged in less than 5% of the IgG-positive B cells. $^{33}$ No cross-reactivity of scFv VK34 with the C2 domain (data not shown) or of scFv EL-14 with the A2 domain (Figure 4) was observed. The composition of the CDR3 may contribute to the differences in epitope specificity observed for VK34 and EL-14. The $V_H$ domain of VK34 is characterized by an extremely short CDR3 of only 5 amino acid residues, whereas the average length of a CDR3 is approximately 12 residues. $^{34}$ In contrast, EL-14 contains an unusually large CDR3 of 21 amino acids. $^{15}$ The $V_H$ domains of scFv VK34 and EL-14 displayed extensive somatic hypermutation, indicating that the $V_H$ genes are derived from antigen-stimulated B cells. For clones VK34 and EL-14, no homology in the patterns of somatic hypermutation were observed (data not shown). In addition, the $V_L$ domains of VK34 and EL-14, which may potentially contribute to antigen specificity, are derived from different $V_L$ germline gene families (DPL16 and DPK5). However, the $V_L$ domains are derived from a nonimmune source and are therefore unlikely to contribute to the epitope specificity of scFv. Based on the above considerations, we hypothesize that the binding of VK34 and EL-14 to distinct antigenic sites on factor VIII originates from differences in the somatic hypermutation and composition of CDR3 in the $V_H$ domains of these scFv.

The $V_H$ domain of clone VK41 is encoded by germline gene DP-47 of the $V_H$3 family gene. Interestingly, DP-47 is the most frequently rearranged germline gene segment in the human repertoire, observed in approximately 12% of the IgG-positive peripheral B cells. $^{33}$ Therefore, antibodies directed toward residues Asp$^{712}$–Ala$^{736}$, with molecular characteristics similar to those of VK41, may also be present in the repertoire of additional hemophilia A patients with inhibitors.
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